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PredictWallStreet forecasts beat the market!

Money:Tech conference attendees invited to join PredictWallStreet’s
prediction community
Can the collective intelligence of online investors really generate an edge on the market? Yes, it
can, according to PredictWallStreet’s latest performance report. The report shows that
PredictWallStreet’s daily prediction forecasts beat the S&P500 by more than 40% over the last
three months, excluding trading costs. Details of this market-beating performance are being
released during the Money:Tech Conference, Feb. 6-7, in New York City.
“PredictWallStreet started making forecasts on the price movements on a select set of securities
back in July 2006, using patented and proprietary algorithms and our historical database of
prediction data,” said PredictWallStreet CEO, Dr. Craig Kaplan. “Since May 24, 2007 we have
made our daily forecasts available to users on our site, free of charge. The daily forecasts predict
that individual stocks and indices will close either higher or lower than the opening price. Since
daily forecasts are released to the public before the market opens, these are forward-looking
forecasts that can be proved right or wrong each day.”
PredictWallStreet invites attendees at the Money:Tech Conference to pick up a copy of its new
performance report, and to add their own insights and opinions about their favorite securities to
PredictWallStreet’s prediction community. Investors may be interested not only in
PredictWallStreet’s daily forecasts but also in sentiment polls covering more than 8,0000
securities. Additionally, Community Sentiment graphs show how community sentiment changes
over time for particular securities. PredictWallStreet also calculates Accuracy Ratings which
help highlight predictors who’ve been especially accurate on predicting specific stocks in the
past. Currently all of this information is available free of charge on www.predictwallstreet.com.
About PredictWallStreet: PredictWallStreet is the leader in collecting and processing stock
predictions. Each day, PredictWallStreet collects and evaluates thousands of predictions on U.S.
stocks, ETFs, and indices. Its prediction “widgets” can be found on www.predictwallstreet.com,
and on its partner sites. PredictWallStreet is not an investment advisor or broker and
recommends that all investors consult with a broker or financial profession before making any
trades in the stock market.
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